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What is the Cloud?

What is the Cloud?
The cloud can mean different things depending on the audience
For the Consumer (which we are focusing on today) it means
•
Personal data storage…Dropbox, Carbonite, Mozy
•
Storage for music…iCloud, Google Music, Amazon Cloud player
•
File sharing…Google Drive, Torrent, Cyberlocker sites
•
Collaboration…Yammer, Google Sites
•
Social media…Facebook, Twitter
For the Enterprise it means
•
Can the cloud save us money…economies of scale
•
Can it help us be more adaptable to technology…meet the need
•
Will it allow us to focus on higher stack technologies
•
Will it improve productivity
•
Will it provide reliable uptime and desirable DR/BCP

Types of Cloud
There are several types of Cloud Services targeting Consumers and Enterprises
•
•

•
•

Public cloud…the infrastructure is made available to the general public (e.g., Google Apps,
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2TM), Apple® iCloud).
Community cloud…provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from
enterprises or interest groups (e.g., vertical industries, schools, researchers, software
developers) that have shared concerns.
Private cloud…infrastructure can be used only by one single enterprise
Hybrid cloud…composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community
or public) that remain unique entities

Cloud Service Models…Service Provider perspective
• IaaS…infrastructure as a service…ping, power, pipe
• PaaS…platform as a service…server infrastructure
• SaaS…software as a service…. an application hosted on a remote server and accessed
through the Internet…salesforce.com, web services, DB

Anatomy of the Cloud
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure, Data Center
Power
Servers, Virtualization
Bandwidth/network
Storage
Monitoring
SLA’s

Why we love the Cloud?
Consumer perspective
• It is cheap
• It is easy to use
• Ease of access
• We are told to always
backup our data

http://www.toptenreviews.com/

Assumptions of the Cloud
Consumer assumptions of the cloud
•
•
•
•

Our data will be backed up all the time
It will be protected by the vendor
They won’t sell our information to others…our privacy is protected
We are in control of our data

Vendor assumptions of their cloud service
•
•
•
•

Each subscriber that signs up makes us money
Each subscriber that signs up makes us more attractive to advertisers
Keep costs low, higher margins…leverage partners
Privacy and security vs. ease of use and accessibility…you get what you pay for

What are the Risks for Consumers?
•
•
•
•
•

Who really has access to your data? Employees with
background checks? What about the partners?
Does the vendor consider data security a high priority
Cloud services are attractive targets to cyber
thieves…one success breach can net a huge result
Privacy of your data…can your information be
distributed?
What happens if the vendor goes out of business…how
do I get my data back or how will the new vendor affect
my rights?

What are the Risks for Consumers?
Dropbox cloud was a haven for data thieves, researchers say
These three attacks could have been useful tools for stealing data from within
organizations that used Dropbox, the researchers say. Rather than having to sneak
entire files out of corporate networks, all attackers had to sneak out was the hash
for the data they wanted. The hash could then be submitted to Dropbox from
anywhere to download the actual data.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2011/081711-dropbox-249830.html
Dropbox Left User Accounts Unlocked for 4 Hours Sunday
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2011/06/dropbox/
Dropbox confirms it got hacked, will offer two-factor authentication
A couple of weeks ago Dropbox hired some "outside experts" to investigate why a
bunch of users were getting spam at e-mail addresses used only for Dropbox
storage accounts. The results of the investigation are in, and it turns out a Dropbox
employee’s account was hacked, allowing access to user e-mail addresses
http://arstechnica.com/security/2012/07/dropbox-confirms-it-got-hacked-willoffer-two-factor-authentication/

The risks to the Enterprise
Always a risk when you
allow another to manage
your data
What data are
employees putting out
there?

How to protect yourself
Cloud Computing Tips for Consumers:
• Read the Terms of Service before placing any information in the cloud. If
you don’t understand the Terms of Service, consider using a different
cloud provider.
• Don’t put anything in the cloud you would not want the government or a
private litigant to see.
• Pay close attention if the cloud provider reserves rights to use, disclose, or
make public your information.
• Read the privacy policy before placing your information in the cloud. If you
don’t understand the policy, consider using a different provider.
• When you remove your data from the cloud provider, does the cloud
provider still retain rights to your information? If so, consider whether that
makes a difference to you.
• Will the cloud provider give advance notice of any change of terms in the
terms of service or privacy policy?

How to Protect yourself
•

•

Does the user or the hosting company own the data? Can the host deny a
user access to their own data? And, most importantly from a privacy
standpoint, how does the host protect the user’s data?
If, through no fault of your own, information stored in the cloud were
breached, who would bear responsibility for the consequences? The standard
contract from the major cloud providers puts the responsibility for any data
loss on the person or business placing the information in the cloud. Of course,
it might be possible for a large business to negotiate the terms of the standard
contract. As a consumer, you probably have no control over whether an
organization you do business with places your personal information in the
cloud.

How to Protect Yourself
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Don't trust cloud providers by default Do you think that cloud services offer security or
privacy by default? Think again, as cloud-storage businesses are in business to make money,
and that can lead to business decisions which prioritize information sharing and ease of
access over security or privacy concerns.
Notably, "Google's services are not secure by default," said security and privacy researcher
Christopher Soghoian in a blog post that points to comments made by Google officials that
anyone concerned with government surveillance of their documents or communications-such as journalists--shouldn't rely on services like Google Docs just out of the box.
Classify your data…personally identifiable data vs public…does it belong here?
Use fake personal data…don’t make it easy to social engineer you
Regularly make local backups
Avoid daisy-chaining accounts…have different passwords for different classes
Consider two-factor authentication system. Per Honan's advice, Google users should employ
Google's two-factor authentication system, a.k.a. "two-step authentication." It works by
either having Google text a temporary password to a user whenever they attempt to log on
to their Google account, or else by using a Google two-factor password generator
smartphone app.
Encrypt sensitive data…if it is compromised, unreadable

Questions?
Please feel free to contact me gguzman@gwu.edu
Visit the Division of IT website for information security and
awareness info
http://it.gwu.edu/security

